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Reported speech exercises worksheet doc

An excellent and easy way to see how they are used is by reading a short story in English or a news article online, because stories and articles contain many examples of reported speech. For example:“Could you call me back later?”“Will you have a seat?”“Can you not do that please?”To report a request, we use the verb ‘to ask’ and the infinitive form
of the verb. 2. Shyam said, ‘I can solve this problem.’ Answers 1. The officer told the clerk to bring him that file. Janaki said that she had been reading that book. For example:When Mrs Diaz opened the door, I asked, “Have you seen Lee?”She replied, “No, I haven’t seen him since lunchtime.” The boss was angry and shouted, “Why isn’t he here? 5.
When we report a yes/no question, we use ‘if’. Mother asked what the matter was. 12. 1. The little girl asked the man, ‘Will you help me?’ 3. For example:You told me to call you back later.He told me to have a seat.She told us not to do that.When you make a request, you normally use words like ‘can’, ‘could’, or ‘will’. Susie said, ‘I had read this book
before I gave it to you.’ 6. For example:Direct speech: “I’m seeing my brother tomorrow.”Indirect speech: She said she was seeing her brother the following day.Here are some other examples:Direct speech: “I had a headache yesterday.”Indirect speech: You said you’d had a headache the day before yesterday.Direct speech: “It’s been raining since
this afternoon.”Indirect speech: He said it’d been raining since that afternoon.Direct speech: “I haven’t seen them since last week.”Indirect speech: She said she hadn’t seen them since the previous week.Reporting QuestionsWhen you report a question you need to change the interrogative form into an affirmative sentence, putting the verb tense one
step back, as with normal reported speech.There are two types of questions that we can report – questions that have a yes/no response, and questions that begin with a question word like ‘what’, ‘where’, ‘who’ etc. 6. The little girl asked the man if he would help her. Change them into indirect speech. Mike said, ‘I will bring my piano.’ 7. Read the
speech bubbles and complete the reported statements. For example:Direct speech: “Where do they live?”Indirect speech: You asked me where they lived.Direct speech: “When are you leaving?”Indirect speech: He asked us when we were leaving.Direct speech: “How will they get here?”Indirect speech: She asked me how they would get here.When we
report a question we normally use the verb ‘ask’. For example:Direct speech: “Do they live here?”Indirect speech: You asked me if they lived here.As you can see, in the reported version of the question, ‘do’ is eliminated because it is no longer a question, and the verb ‘live’ becomes ‘lived’.For questions starting with question words like ‘what’,
‘where’, ‘when’, ‘who’, etc., we report the question using the question word but change the interrogative form to the affirmative form. Free ESL Printable Grammar Worksheets, Eal Exercises, Efl Questions, Tefl Handouts, Esol Quizzes, Multiple Choice Tests, Elt Activities, English Teaching and Learning Resources, Information and Rules for kids
about Reported Speech Reported Speech ESL Grammar Exercises WorksheetA colorful ESL grammar exercises worksheet for kids to study and learn reported speech. We use direct speech when we simply repeat what someone says, putting the phrase between speech marks:Paul came in and said, “I’m really hungry.”It is very common to see direct
speech used in books or in a newspaper article. Shyam said that he could solve that problem. For example:Using ‘say’ or ‘tell’As an alternative to using ‘say’ we can also use ‘tell’ (‘told’ in the past) in reported speech, but in this case you need to add the object pronoun. 11. Sophia said that she had watched that movie the previous week. In order to
describe what people said there are two different types of speech – direct speech and indirect speech (or reported speech). However, when we report things in the past, we usually change the tense by moving it one step back. 7. 3. Get more Perfect English Grammar with our courses. Mother said to the daughter, ‘Go and change your dress.’ 5. For
example:The local MP said, “We plan to make this city a safer place for everyone.”As you can see, with direct speech it is common to use the verb ‘to say’ (‘said’ in the past). 10. For example:“Call me back later.”“Have a seat.”“Don’t do that!”To report an order we use ‘tell’ and the infinitive of the verb. For example:Direct speech: “We’re quite cold in
here.”Indirect speech: They say (that) they’re cold.When we report what someone says in the present simple, as in the above sentence, we normally don’t change the tense, we simply change the subject. Sophia said, ‘I watched this movie last week.’ 11. Such occasions can include a social situation as well as in a work email or presentation. For
example:He told me he was going to call Alan.They told her they would arrive a little late.You told us you’d already finished the order.Changing Time ExpressionsSometimes it’s necessary to change the time expressions when you report speech, especially when you are speaking about the past and the time reference no longer applies. Malathi asked,
‘Where is your watch?’ 10. Mike said that he would bring his piano. Simple and useful for teaching and learning reported speech in English. Read the short grammar information about Reported Speech for present simple, past simple and will future tense and do the exercises. Jane asked, ‘Have you read that book?’ 9. 4. But you can also find other
verbs used to indicate direct speech such as ‘ask’, ‘reply’, and ‘shout’. As with the verb ‘to tell’, the verb ‘to ask’ is normally followed by an object pronoun, though it is possible to omit it.Reporting Orders and RequestsWhen you give someone an order, you use the imperative form, which means using just the verb without a subject. Read on to find out
more about these forms and improve your English storytelling skills.Direct SpeechWhen we want to describe what someone said, one option is to use direct speech. Mother asked, ‘What is the matter?’ 12. 34 > Next Sentences are given in direct speech. The teacher said to the boys, ‘Have you done your homework?’ 2. 8. Jane asked if I had read that
book. There are many occasions in which we need to describe an event or action that happened, and very often that includes repeating what someone said. 9. Here is an example for all the main tenses:The same rule of moving the tenses one step back also applies to modal verbs. Janaki said, ‘I have been reading this book.’ 4. Index of contents Video:
reported speech - modal verbs Here's a list of all the reported speech exercises on this site: (Click here to read the explanations about reported speech) Reported Statements: Reported Questions: Reported Orders and Requests: Reported Requests and Orders Exercise (intermediate) (in PDF here) Mixed Exercises: Need more practice? Susie said that
she had read that book before she gave it to me. Malathi asked where my watch was. The teacher asked the boys if they had done their homework. For example, in the following sentence the present simple becomes the past simple in indirect speech:Direct speech: “I have a new car.”Indirect speech: He said he had a new car.All the other tenses
follow a similar change in indirect speech. Prev < 1 2 3 ... Indirect Speech ESL Grammar Exercise WorksheetA fun ESL grammar exercise worksheet for kids to study and practise indirect speech for simple present tense, will future tense and going to. He hasn’t finished that report yet!”Indirect SpeechWhen we want to report what someone said
without speech marks and without necessarily using exactly the same words, we can use indirect speech (also called reported speech). For example:You asked me to call you back later.He asked me to have a seat.She asked us not to do that.Now you’ve seen how we use direct and indirect speech, practice using them yourself. The officer told the
clerk, ‘Bring me that file.’ 8. Mother told the daughter to go and change her dresses.
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